Typology of
graduate scho ols
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schools can be found on our website:
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The Graduate SPIRIT (Graduate School Program for International
Researchers and Interdisciplinary Training) project is an Erasmus+
co-funded EU project. The participating partners are nine
European graduate schools within the field of Social Sciences and
the Humanities. The project will provide an inventory of best
practices in graduate schools with respect to PhD candidates,
staff, curriculum and organisation. In addition, the project will test
a number of innovations regarding international, interdisciplinary
and intersectoral training. Our final goal is to create a menu from
which graduate schools can select and implement (innovative)
elements according to their needs. This infographic is the visual
outcome ofthe first step — an inventory of the nine participating
graduate schools. It offers the indicators for a classification of the
various graduate schools. A more in depth analysis of the graduate
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Umbrella organizations

Thematic Schools

Under 100
research programme

Over 500
network

Organization
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(institutional) driven

representing a limited number
of dedicated programmes

independent doctoral
programmes
uniting a limited number
of institutions

broad range ofdisciplines

international networks,
content oriented

internal group networks

sources of budgetdiffer: can be national or regional governments, Higher Education Institutions (HEI),
or institutions within HE]

e too little staff for all administrative tasks, some tasks are taken over by other bodies within HEI
e the ratio of administrative staff to doctoral candidates ranges from 1:34 to 1:1,500
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representing independent
research groups

foundation: internally
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foundation: national policy

Tht

< 100 doctoral candidates

> 500 doctoral candidates
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the assessment of graduate schools appears to be internal and/or external
¢ continuation if funding, quality improvement, quality assurance, and advancement play a role in the
assessment of the graduate schools
provisions of formal support, for example supervision agreements é&

Involvement and
contribution

Service and
assistance
Doctoral
Candidates
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limited effort on recruitment
(presentation by website, brochures)

participating research groups responsible for
recruitment and selection of new candidates

GS responsible for the selection of the
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direct PhD services regarding the
application process

PhD candidates automatically obtain a
membership status at the GS

PhD candidates applyfor a

membership to the GS

personal assistance about

website information about funding
opportunities
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candidates, based on formal procedures and)

information about the application process

CCCCCCO

great effort by GS on recruitment
(personal contacts,fairs)

funding opportunities
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funding of doctoral candidates stems from employment and scholarships offered by HEls, research projects of
the supervisor, external scholarships, or employment outside the university
e graduate schools provide different means to support their doctoral candidates with finding funding
opportunities, e.g. individual consulting, education on fundraising, advertisement of stipends, or search engines

internationalization is ranging from a large share of international candidates, international networks,
international advertising and recruitment strategies, and the opportunity for joint degrees and support of the
international mobility of the doctoral candidates
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tasks and duties of doctoral candidates, predefined in the supervision agreement, are regular reporting
obligations (for example performance records,participation in the qualification programme, and further
education in terms of transferable skills training) as well as regular submission of the content of the partial
results and submission of a working report

Research-specific
programme

Transferable skills
programme

Curriculum
multiple courses accessible fora
wide range of candidates in the SSH
(Social Sciences and the Humanities)

the curriculum focuses on
research-specific training

a bespoke cafeteria model serving
for learning needs

a required amount of
compulsory courses

research-specific courses are offered in
(national) research schools
transferableskills training is offered
within the course programme

separate transferableskills courses

focus on the integration of

rather multidisciplinary than
interdisciplinary
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different disciplines

Supervision
and teaching

Supervision

responsibilities
Academic
Staff

direct involvement of the
academic staff is limited

academic staff are responsible for
research-specific training
all supervisors are involved in the
graduate schools
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the supervisor is responsible for providing scientific guidance to the doctoral student throughout the doctoral
project, regular professional advice, support for early scientific independence, career development/planning,
and quality assurance (regular progress checks)
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intrinsic motivational factors are an inspiring working climate, motivated
candidates, interdisciplinary and international setting of the graduate schools
incentive to intensify Triple-| in doctoral training is to achieve excellent and comprehensive research results

Co-funded by the
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of the European Union
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